1. **Discussion Items:**
   a) Syllabus – Reference section recommendations

2. **Curriculum: All effective Fall 2023**
   **Vote Item:**
   a) American Sign Language (ASL) Minor – Undergraduate

   **Report Item:**
   a) Removal of Traditional delivery to Totally Online only - School Administrator concentration – Educational Leadership, MS
   b) Inactivation - Social/Personality Psychology concentration – Psychology MA
   c) Addition of Online delivery – Criminology & Criminal Justice UG minor
   d) Addition of Online delivery – Emergency Management concentration – Bachelor of Multidisciplinary Studies
   e) Addition of Online delivery – Policing UG Minor
   f) Addition of Online delivery - Victimology and Victim Services concentration – Criminology & Criminal Justice BS
   g) Addition of Online delivery - Victimology and Victim Services UG Minor
   h) Name change Gerontology concentration to **Applied Aging Studies** – Bachelor of Multidisciplinary Studies
   i) Name change Pre-Actuarial Math to **Pre-Actuarial Mathematics** concentration, Mathematics BA
   j) Name change Pre-Actuarial Math to **Pre-Actuarial Mathematics** concentration, Mathematics BS

3. **Course Syllabi**
   You may access the courses at [https://nextcatalog.unomaha.edu/courseleaf/approve](https://nextcatalog.unomaha.edu/courseleaf/approve). You will be reviewing the courses under Your Role: select EPAC-Associate VC.

   **Re-review course:**
   1. CSCI 2040: Introduction to Mathematical Proofs

   **New Courses:**
   1. BMI 8070: Health Informatics Research Methods
   2. ENGL 8196/4190: The American Nightmare
3. ITIN 8960: Thesis Equivalent Project in IT Innovation
4. JMC 3340: Media Theory
5. JMC 3710: Design in Motion
6. JMC Media Content and Creation
7. MATH 1140: Quantitative Reasoning for Healthcare Professionals
8. NEUR 8646/4640: Neural Mechanisms of Substance Use Disorders
9. PA 8350: Social Policy and Inequality
10. RELI 8066/4060 – NAMS 8066/4060: First National Spirit in Arts and Cultures
12. SPAN 8196/4190: Representations of the Spanish Civil War in Film and Popular Culture
13. SPAN 8336/4330: Linguistic Justice and Latino Health

**Upcoming Meetings: 10am-11:30am – via zoom**
April 13, 2023
May 11, 2023